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Abstract. Parallel algorithms for modern high performance computing systems are required for fast modelling
of high dimensional convection-diffusion processes in air. Such algorithms, designed for alternate-triangular
finite difference splitting schemes applied to convection-diffusion equation, have been considered. An algorithm
for single GPU systems and an algorithm for clusters with graphical processors has been described, algorithms’
performance theoretical estimations has been given and results of their testing on SKIT-4 cluster of Institute
of Cybernetics has been presented. Obtained testing results about developed algorithms’ performance with
sufficient accuracy agree with theoretical estimations.
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1 Introduction
Problem of diffusion-convection processes modelling in air has been considered on the base of equation
N
X
∂ϕ ∂u(~x, t)ϕ ∂v(~x, t)ϕ
qi δ(~x − ~ri ),
+
+
+ σϕ = div(µ∇ϕ) +
∂t
∂x
∂y
i=1

(1)

using alternate-triangular finite difference splitting schemes [1]. Henceforth ϕ is a migrating substance’s concentration; u(~x, t), v(~x, t) are an air velocity vector’s components; µ is a diffusion coefficient; σ is a coefficient
of migrating substance’s concentration change over time; qi is an intensity of point source; ~ri is coordinates of
point source placement; ~x ∈ Ω ⊂ R2 , Ω is a domain of solution. When convection term dominates, difficulties arise during numerical solution of equation, so special schemes that use physical processes decomposition
and are based on finite difference [2,3], finite element [4,5] or finite volume [6] discretization were developped.
Alternate-triangular schemes are explicit schemes based on the alternate directions approach [7,8,9] and have
natural parallelism which can be used during their program implementation on clusters, GPU and GPU clusters.
While GPU algorithms for implicit alternate directions schemes that results in independent solving of many
tridiagonal linear equation systems [10,11,12] are widely studied, little research concerning GPU implementation
of explicit schemes [13] is done.

2 Parallel algorithm for GPU
Alternate-triangular schemes’ natural parallelism can be exposed by applying loop skewing to two of highest
loops in loop nest that must be executed on every splitting step [1,14,15] after that computations in inner loop
iteration become independent. On each of inner loop iterations, one grid cell value is being changed using values
in neighbour cells. Increase of granularity results in the need of doing computations over a block of cells while
distance vectors of iteration’s dependences don’t change. Such computational scheme’s feature make it possible
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to use similar parallel schemes for distributed and shared memory systems, particularly, GPU, and to combine
them with little algorithms’ modifications. However, such schemes do not completely use processor resources.
Parallel algorithm for clusters based on algorithms from [14] and described in [15] uses overlapping block-row
data distribution, cutting latter row blocks into column blocks inside each process. While processing first and
last P blocks, where P is a number of processes, some of them stand idle. Optimal block size can be calculated
using theoretical estimation of algorithm’s running time and measured parameters of computational system
[15]. GPU parallel algorithm for alternate-triangular schemes must be constructed taking graphical processor
memory organization specificity into account. Following algorithm for splitting steps with positive velocity
components values [1] is proposed:
• data are defined on a n × m grid, split into square, except, perhaps, boundary, blocks of fixed size l × l;
• on each of (n/l) + (m/l) − 1 iterations, independent computations inside from 1 to n/l blocks with cell
coordinates from (il, (j − i)l) to ((i + 1)l, (j − i − 1)l), where j is an iteration number and i is a block
number, is being carried out. Computations inside a block is being done only if the block lies inside the
grid. This explains different quantity of processed blocks that depends on iteration index. On each of
iterations, CPU program sets input parameters and runs GPU kernel;
• GPU kernel that executes one computation’s iteration does per row data processing that is one thread
is responsible for one cell row inside a block. One block’s rows processing threads are grouped for acceleration of computations by using local GPU memory. Before computations start, all needed data are
simultaneously loaded into local memory using request coalescing, after that only local memory is used.
Later, results are written back into global memory;
• the same scheme is used while carrying out computations inside each thread group - 2l − 1 iterations on
unit size blocks must be completed with some threads idle and barrier synchronization operation after
each iteration.
Running time of such algorithm (hereinafter without considering initialization and results gathering procedures)
can be estimated as below.
Time spent by l threads for one l × l block processing can be estimated as
t1 = (5l + 16)tg + (2l − 1)(13tl + tc + tb ),

(2)

where tg and tl are execution times of read or write operations done by all threads, correspondingly, from or in
local or global memory and which, in case of full coalescing, are equal to operation’s execution time then it is
done by one thread; tc is single cell computations execution time; tb is barrier synchronization execution time.
Assuming that GPU can execute b ∗ l threads simultaniously that m/l > n/l, total running time can be not
deeply considering GPU architecture estimated as


n/l  
X
n/l
m n
i
+ 1) + ( − − 1)(
+ 1))t1 .
t(n, m, l) = (2
(
b
l
l
b
i=1

(3)

Assuming that local memory access time is essentially less that time of access in global memory and therefore
can be neglected; that GPU is able to execute all created threads simultaneously (b > (n/l)); that grid is square
(n=m), estimation (3) turns into
t̄(n, l) = (2

n
− 1)((5l + 16)tg + (2l − 1)(tc + tb )).
l

(4)

While l is in range l = [1, ..., n], t̄(n, l) function have single optimum that is a maximum and it’s minimal
value is achieved when l = 1 or l = n. When n > 13, local minimum will be achieved at l = n and will be
equal to (5n + 4)tg + (2n − 1)(tc + tb ). Since l is limited to GPU computational resources number and n > 13
condition always meets for problems that needs parallel computations, selecting maximal permissible l will be
the best strategy for computations acceleration.
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3 Parallel algorithm for GPU clusters
GPU algorithm of alternate-triangular schemes can be used while doing distributed program’s single processes’
local computations. The only needed modification for such usage is CPU-GPU data exchange addition. Such
scheme’s running time can be estimated as



n
m
+ P − 1 t( , g, l) + 2gts2 + Ts (2g) ,
(5)
t3 (n, m, g, P, l) =
g
P
where g is columns’ block size which optimal value can be found using estimation given in [15], Ts (s) is an s
data units exchange time, ts is a network performance coefficient, tsc is a constant time spent on auxiliary data
exchange operations, ts2 is an estimation of time spent on transmitting a unit of data between GPU and CPU.
Usage of estimation (4) with l = n = m and g = Pn instead of estimations (3) gives
n

t4 (n, P ) = (2P − 1)
(4tg + 2(tc + tb ) + 2(ts2 + ts )) + 16tg − (tc + tb ) + tsc
P

(6)

√
Order of optimal processor’s number subject to grid size here is O ( n) while for CPU algorithm with
running time estimation as
n n

t5 (n, P ) = (2P − 1)
( tcpu + 2ts ) + tsc ,
(7)
P P

n
where tcpu is a CPU performance
 2 coefficient, this order is O (n). Efficiency of first algorithm has O P 2 order,
efficiency of the second — O Pn 2 . But, on the other hand, GPU algorithm running on single GPU in optimal

conditions has O (n) order of complexity while CPU algorithm — O n2 .

4 Parallel algorithms performance testing
Algorithms’ software implementations have been tested on SKIT-4 NASU Institute of Cybernetics’ cluster (12
nodes with 4 Intel Xeon E5-2600, 3 NVidia Tesla M2075; CentOS 5.9, Cuda toolkit 4.2, OpenMPI 1.6.5). As a
testing problem, modelling of pollution transport in air from point source has been chosen as below:
∂ϕ ∂ϕ
∂ϕ
+
− 0.5
= div(0.5∇ϕ) + δ(~x − (20, 10), t), ~x ∈ Ω1 = ([0..40], [0..20]),
∂t
∂x
∂y

(8)

ϕ(~x ∈ Ω1 , t) = 0, ϕ(~x, 0) = δ(~x − (20, 10), 0).

(9)

Here Ω1 is a domain of solution and Ω1 is it’s boundary. Execution time of one time step with τ = 0.002
measured while running software on single GPU is given in table 1.
Table 1. One time step computations’ execution time (single GPU)
Grid size

Block
size l

Local memory usage

Time,
msec

One
block’s
processing time,
msec

Acceleration
from
local
memory
usage

3600x1800
3600x1800
3600x1800
3600x1800
2400x1200
1800x900

4
4
16
16
8
8

+
+
+
+

2960
4240
2110
2300
1050
625

1,1945117 43%
1,7110573
3,39228296 9%
3,6977492
1,75
1,38888889

EstimationRelative
of one accuracy
block
of estimaprocess- tion
ing time
using
formula
(2), ms
1,242
7%
1,6656
4%
3,468
3%
3,6624
1%

One block processing time has been calculated using formula (3) using information about NVidia Tesla
M2075 parallel processing capabilities and assuming that maximal block size is limited by local memory size.
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According to theoretical estimations, measured time slightly relates on grid size and linearly depends on
block size. Assuming that auxiliary kernel execution operations take constant time tkc = 0.5, such linear
dependencies have been found for algorithms with and without local memory usage: t1 (l) = 0.1855l + 0.1032
and t1 (l) = 0.1664l +0.5408, correspondingly. On the base of these dependencies, coefficient values from formula
(2) have been found and estimations of one block’s processing time have been done using this formula.
Execution time for problem with 3600x1800 grid size while running on the GPU cluster is given in table 2.
Table 2. One time step computations’ execution time (several GPU)
Number
of GPUs

Block size l

Local memory usage

Time, msec

1
12
1
12
1
12

8
8
16
16
32
32

+
+
+
+
-

2230
2840
2110
2710
1980
3800

Time estimation using formula (5), msec

Relative error of estimation

2632,13893

7,32%

2941,64947

8,55%

2719,39866

28,44%

Estimating execution time using formula (5), one l × l block’s processing time measured upon single GPU
testing was used. Processing time of one Pn × g cell block was estimated using formula (3) where a mean of
values measured in each run was used as ts coefficient value. Value of tsc was obtained upon testing algorithm
for clusters without GPU.

5 Conclusions
The results show that usage of GPU local memory gives bigger speedup for lesser block size. This can be
explained by complication of local memory access synchronization that isn’t taken into account in estimations
(2),(3) and results in estimation error increase.
Minimal running time was reached at l = 16 for algorithm that uses GPU local memory and at l = 32
for algorithm that doesn’t use it. In optimal conditions the second is 6% faster. Acceleration comparing with
CPU algorithm was equal to 9.6. Theoretical estimations and measured running times shows lesser efficiency
of algorithm for GPU clusters comparing with algorithm for CPU clusters when running on equal number of
computational units, particularly, maximal acceleration comparing with single GPU algorithm was 17% while
running on 4 GPU. Another expected consequence was a speedup fall when block size increases. But in optimal
conditions parallel algorithm for GPU clusters was found to be 3.19 times faster than CPU cluster algorithm.
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